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Abstract
The essay addresses an outsider's perception of the characteristics and dynamics 
of the IR field/discipline in Turkey. How may this country serve as a role model 
or, at the very least, as a source of inspiration, reflection, or evaluation of the 
field's development in other local/national settings? In this respect, Greece 
is chosen as a case study. Βy addressing and assessing Turkish self-reflection 
and the search for disciplinary identity within Turkish IR scholarship, what can 
be learned, on behalf of Greek IR scholarship, regarding both Greece's and 
Turkey's social scientific development regarding foreign affairs/policy? A major 
theme discovered is the acknowledgement of the limitations of the dependency/
vulnerability-centered explanations for the development of IR.
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1. Introduction
How do collectivities and people practice, ‘speak,’or conceptualize the ‘international’? This 
is the broader focus of International Relations (IR) as a scientific field, i.e., a large-scale unit 
of knowledge production in which research is guided, as well as an academic discipline, i.e., 
the field’s institutionalized educational form invested in skill inculcation and certification.1 
The subject matter, which IR scholars authoritatively aspire to deal with, is often thought of 
as something characterized by universal validity. However, there is no shortage of voices in 
the respective field/discipline that attempt to address this presumed validity, to problematize 
it, and even to disrupt its perception as a given. This phenomenon has probably been present 
since the discipline’s birth, but it has occurred distinctively since the eve of the current 
century and onwards.

This trend is well reflected in the emergence and consolidation of IR subfields or 
problématiques in the name of sociology of IR, historiography of IR, global IR, and the like.2 
It is also clearly illustrated by the vast work within the ‘Teaching, Research & International 
Policy’ (TRIP) project.3 An intriguing name depicting the bulk of the burgeoning literature 
is ‘reflexive studies on IR,’ composed of three perspectives: geoepistemic, historiographical, 
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1   For ‘field’ and ‘discipline’, see Richard Whitley, The Intellectual and Social Organization of the Sciences (Oxford: Oxford 
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2  Andreas Gofas, Inana Hamati-Ataya, and Nicholas Onuf, eds., The SAGE Handbook of the History, Philosophy and 
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and sociological.4 Τhe geoepistemic approach underscores disciplinary development along 
geographical lines, particularly in terms of global hierarchies and/or local specificities. The 
historiographical one involves the unravelling of disciplinary (hi)stories and narratives, 
either dominant or dissident/alternative. The latter perspective focuses on power relations 
and patterned interactions within the field.5 A series of issues has been raised in the search for 
disciplinary identity, i.e., IR self-reflection, representatively including:

a) the role of specific conceptualizations of the ‘international,’
b) the social and intellectual structuring of the field/discipline,
c) the state of affairs, but also the related conditions and underlying structures,
d) the plausibility of advancing alternatives to dominant thinking,
e) the influence and reflection of a variety of interests and policies in the respective 

research, and
f) the intricacies of problematizing the object of study in the name of emancipation or of 

tackling hierarchical relations.
Defining IR self-reflection in this way involves understanding it as both an interpretative 

endeavor and a research program. It is thus a noticeable and undeniable indication of reflexivity 
in the field. It is also akin to ‘reflexive IR,’ though not equivalent to it. As I. Hamati-Ataya 
notes, reflexivity/reflectivity has not only been subject to multiple understandings within IR, 
but it has also faced major challenges. Firstly, how is reflexivity as an epistemic position 
translated into the realm of empirical research? Secondly, how is it inscribed in the realm of 
ethics? In this respect, caution is raised on the equivalence of ‘reflexive theory’ to‘critical’ or 
‘emancipatory theory,’ or, subsequently, of ethical/normative issues to epistemic/theoretical 
ones, and on the need for going beyond meta-explanation of empirical knowledge.6 IR self-
reflection may unfold as critical self-reflection, but neither necessarily nor automatically. Its 
very existence is not per se a criterion for its success and fruitfulness.

A sizeable part of the aforementioned literature includes the manifestation of disciplinary 
identity at particular local, national, or regional contexts. Just as the existence of a few seminal 
books or articles on foreign policy/affairs of almost all countries would hardly cause surprise, 
the existence of books and articles on IR in a country (or a region) is barely surprising. This 
self-reflection has not been a uniform or singular endeavor. There may be countries with a 
distinctively small size of related work, while others may have a more sizeable volume. A 
variety of contributing factors explains a diversified development of IR and, quite possibly, of 
IR self-reflection. Turkey exemplifies a case of not only a consolidated—even if presumably 
fragmented—IR, but also of a lengthy IR self-reflection. The latter relates to a distinct, 
extensive, and self-aware engagement with disciplinary identity, which has an impact on IR 
work produced as a whole. Participants include mostly scholars of Turkish origin residing in 
the country, but also some outside it.

In this respect, the present essay addresses an outsider’s perception of the characteristics 
and dynamics of the IR field/discipline in Turkey. Could the country serve (or not, and if 
yes, how?) as a role model or, at the very least, as a source of inspiration, reflection, or 
evaluation for the field’s development in other local/national settings and contexts? Greece is 

4  Félix Grenier, “Explaining the Development of International Relations: The Geo-epistemic, Historiographical, Sociological 
Perspectives in Reflexive Studies on IR,” European Review of International Studies 2, no. 1 (2015): 72–89.

5  Ibid., 74–76.
6  Inanna Hamati-Ataya, “Reflectivity, Reflexivity, Reflexivism: IR’s ‘Reflexive Turn’ — and Beyond,” European Journal of 

International Relations 19, no. 4 (2013): 669–94.
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chosen as a case study. By addressing and assessing Turkish self-reflection and the search for 
disciplinary identity within Turkish IR scholarship, what can be learned, on behalf of Greek 
IR scholarship, regarding both Greece’s and Turkey’s social scientific development regarding 
foreign affairs/policy?

From the three aforementioned perspectives of reflexive studies in IR, this endeavor 
mainly falls within the geoepistemic approach. Its driving force is a remark from a renowned 
Greek IR scholar, Th. Couloumbis, henceforth called the Couloumbis hypothesis, primarily 
attributing disciplinary (under)development to broader political conditions:

“countries classified in the category of small, economically less developed, internally divided 
and strategically located (hence externally dependent and/or penetrated) also tend to exhibit a 
similar lack of scholarly productivity in the fields of foreign policy analysis and international 
relations.”7

This remark, presented in Couloumbis’ account of IR in Greece, isn’t just a personal 
or isolated disposition. It was also characteristically reflected in his theoretical opponent 
P. Ifestos, when the latter harshly noted the propensity of IR communities in “small and 
dependent states” for “intellectual corruption, political conscription and indecent behavior.”8 
Despite the following narrative’s obvious comparative tone, the scrutiny of the Couloumbis 
hypothesis renders it primarily a view of Greek IR through the filter of the Turkish case 
and extensive reference to the latter. The next section sets up the context of the argument, 
followed by a section including information for both cases, with use of the Turkish case as 
a filter for the Greek case. The conclusions are offered in the last section. Put bluntly, Greek 
scholars need not adopt a ‘do it like Turkish colleagues do’ stance in endeavors of self-
reflection. Yet, they can reconsider their own experiences, taking into serious consideration 
their Turkish counterparts, acknowledging the limitations of the Couloumbis hypothesis, and 
the ‘dependency and vulnerability excuse’ for the development of IR.

2. Why choose Turkish and Greek IR? Why filter the latter through the former?
This section sets up the usefulness and validity of problematizing the Couloumbis hypothesis 
regarding the Greek case by simultaneously reflecting on the Turkish one. As shown below, 
there have been instances of self-reflection on European IR that have treated the two cases 
as fairly similar and as sharing commonalities. Evidently, most of the characteristics cited in 
the aforementioned hypothesis match both cases, given their rich and often turbulent socio-
political histories. An obvious example is the common experience of military intervention 
in political affairs, no matter the notable differences. Discussion of the two countries, 
particularly during the Cold War, would inevitably include references to challenges of 
economic development, internal divisions, and external dependency or penetration. The only 
characteristic mentioned in the hypothesis that marks a difference is the notion of a ‘small 
state.’ In terms of size, e.g., population and geography, the two cases are not equivalent. Even 
so, however, they are both states that have had to adjust more or less to strategic challenges 
rather than be willing or able to define the strategic environment, although the latter is a 
major issue of concern for Turkey in the current century. Below, a common point of departure 

7  Theodore Couloumbis, “Greek Foreign Policy since 1974: Theory and Praxis,” Hellenic Studies/Études Helléniques 5, no. 
2 (1997): 50.

8  Panayotis Ifestos, International Relations as an Object of Scientific Study in Greece and Abroad. Course, Object, Content 
and Epistemological Framework (Athens: Piotita, 2003, in Greek), 24.
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is established so that the instances of separate pathways are highlighted in the next section.
When referring to IR development in particular geographical settings, a common choice 

is to address it in terms of a division of labor, i.e., a text specifically devoted to one county. 
Articles or book chapters for different case-studies might occasionally be gathered to form a 
forum in a journal or a collective volume, possibly in the name of a region or a geocultural 
entity (e.g., Latin America, Post-West, or Global South), thus allowing for the comparison 
of case studies. Such a comparison taking place in a more explicit and thorough manner, 
within a single article or chapter, is less common, but it is certainly a legitimate choice. A 
relevant example for the present essay was offered by A.J.R. Groom and Peter Mandaville’s 
chapter on the “European Experience” of IR in 2001. As early as then, it was postulated that 
“IR is gaining strength in Italy, Spain, Greece and Turkey,” that “There are... relatively few 
degree courses in IR... designated as such, although there are exceptions in Greece, Turkey 
and Russia,” that “Young scholars of great talent are manifesting themselves in Southern 
Europe... in Italy, Spain, Greece, and in Turkey,” and lastly that “it is now no longer necessary 
to go abroad to study to make a ‘successful’ career in IR, although this may still be helpful in 
Greece and Turkey.”9 A similarly succinct account had been offered by Groom himself, just 
a bit earlier.10 In all their brevity, those remarks indeed seem to grasp the gist of the matter.

On their part, K.E. Jørgensen and T. Knudsen affirmed, based on the experiences of 
scholars in Spain and Italy, that “the impression of rather weak IR disciplines in Southern 
Europe in terms of institutional autonomy and theoretical innovation remains.” They also 
acknowledged that, when compared to their Northern European counterparts, “the IR 
traditions of Southern Europe appear to be strong… when it comes to the incorporation 
and understanding of legal questions and international law more generally.”11 Greece and 
Turkey were not explicitly referred to in that particular passage. However, optimism that 
the Turkish case especially would be further explored was eventually expressed.12 Indeed, 
such exploration had already started to take place and it has continued throughout the last 
two decades.13 Greece was no exception either.14 The accounts that formed the country-
specific self-reflection were offered in either the local language or English. This kind of 
internationalization of the respective work allows for:

a) the dissemination of the corresponding knowledge to broader audiences,
b) the tackling of language restrictions,
c) cross-cutting analysis,15 and 

9  The passages are found throughout A. J. R. Groom and Peter Mandaville, “Hegemony and Autonomy in International 
Relations: The Continental Experience,” in International Relations: Still an American Social Science? Toward Diversity in 
International Thought, ed. Robert Crawford, and Darryl Jarvis (New York: State University of New York Press, 2001), 158–61.

10  A. J. R. Groom, “The World Beyond: the European Dimension,” in Contemporary International Relations: A Guide to 
Theory, ed. A.J.R.Groom and Margot Light (London: Pinter, 1994), 229–30.

11  Knud Erik Jørgensen and Tonny Brems Knudsen, “Introduction,” in International Relations in Europe: Traditions, 
Perspectives and Destinations, by idem., (London and New York: Routledge, 2006), 5–6.

12  Ibid., 11.
13  Indicatively, see the Turkey-related sources cited in the essay’s next section.
14  See indicatively the sources cited in Kyriakos Mikelis and Charalambos Tsardanidis, “International Relations Scholarship 

in Greece: The Uncertainty of Influence,” European Review of International Studies 9, no. 1 (2022): 5, n. 4. Participants in this 
self-reflection include –among others– the following: a) the IR field’s pioneers in the country and first generation of IR scholars (i.e. 
non-International Law scholars), such as –alphabetically– Ε. Cheila, D. Constas (whose initial work was devoted to International 
Organization/Law, quickly switching to International Relations/Politics), Th. Couloumbis, A. Heraclides, P. Ifestos, Ch. Tsardanidis, 
P. Varvarousis, b) younger generations of scholars like –again alphabetically– I. Kotoulas, St. Ladi, S. Makris, K. Mikelis, P. 
Tsakonas, A. Tziambiris, and c) scholars working not in Greece but abroad, like St. Constantinides and St. Stavridis.

15  Kyriakos Mikelis, and Gerassimos Karabelias, “Just another Form of Dependence? A Short Description of the Development 
of the Discipline of International Relations in Post-war Greece and Turkey,” Balkan Studies 47 (2013): 165–88.
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d) a dialogue that could illustrate the distinct and possibly fruitful dynamics of IR 
attempting to (re)construct itself.

It is worth noting that Turkey was included as one of the twenty case studies in a major 
survey of the TRIP project in the early 2010s, reflecting the increased international visibility 
of several Turkish scholars’ work (regarding IR in general as well as IR self-reflection) 
along with a formidable number of scholars.16 It is telling that the country constituted the 
fourth-largest case population in terms of both scholars who were asked to participate on a 
questionnaire and those who actually responded. Turkey’s recognition as an intriguing case 
study was also illustrated by its inclusion in a whole chapter in A. Tickner and O. Waever’s 
seminal collective volume concerning IR scholarship worldwide. In fact, it was one of the 
few national cases that have their own designated chapter within the volume.17 By contrast, 
Greece, along with Portugal, was very briefly mentioned in a footnote in the chapter devoted 
to Western Europe as a case of an admittedly emerging IR community that lacked critical 
mass.18

Judging by the content and characteristics of IR self-reflection in a specific geographical 
setting (e.g., a country), assumptions and inferences can be made about how scholars take 
notice of each other within that setting. This may also occur among scholars of different 
settings. Given the often-strained relations between Turkey and Greece, it is interesting 
to see how the respective scholars take notice of each other. Generally, some kind of 
scientific communication between Turkish and Greek scholars exists, although it can be 
described as fairly limited. Respectful dialogue between scholars at scientific conferences 
is not uncommon, whereas actual collaboration may appear more sporadically in collective 
volumes.19 Intriguingly, a few Greek citizens have found themselves to be part of Turkish IR 
in their capacity as professors of Turkish universities. The opposite is not the case. This is a 
manifestation not of a country-specific distrust but of the general limitations posed to foreign 
citizens in Greece wishing to become professors at Greek Universities (which are, by default, 
institutions belonging to the country’s public sector), which may require knowledge and use 
of the Greek language, or Greek or EU member-state citizenship.

Taking notice of Turkish foreign policy, or at least being expected to have an informed 
opinion about it, is typically expected of a Greek IR scholar, regardless of her/his academic 
specialty or particular academic interests, or even presumed competence in tackling the 
matter. Within Greek IR, Turkish scholarship is less visible.20 In a certain sense, however, 
Turkey is given not only a noticeable but an important—no matter how briefly stated—place/
role in Greek IR self-reflection. Greece’s relations with this country have often been referred 
to as one of the outstanding factors in a major development of Greek IR: the willful and 

16  Daniel Maliniak, Susan Peterson, and Michael Tierney, Teaching, Research, and Policy Views of International Relations 
Faculty in 20 Countries (Williamsburg: The Institute for the Theory and Practice of International Relations, 2012). For a Turkey-
specific analysis, based on this survey, see Mustafa Aydιn ve KorhanYazgan, “Türkiye’de Uluslararası İlişkiler akademisyenleri: 
eğitim, araştırma ve uluslararası politika anketi – 2011,” Uluslararası İlişkiler 9, no. 36 (2013): 3–44.

17  Ersel Aydιnlι and Julie Mathews, “Turkey: Homegrown Theorizing and Building a Disciplinary Community,” in 
International Relations Scholarship Around the World, ed. Arlene Tickner and Ole Wæver (London: Routledge, 2009), 208–22.

18  Jörg Friedrichs and Ole Wæver, “Western Europe Structure and Strategy at the National and Regional Levels,” in 
International Relations Scholarship around the World, ed. Arlene Tickner and Ole Wæver (London: Routledge, 2009), 280, n. 5.

19  Mustafa Aydιn, and Kostas Ifantis, eds,, Turkish-Greek Relations: The Security Dilemma in the Aegean (London and New 
York: Routledge, 2004); Alexis Heraclides and Gizem Alioğlu Çakmak, eds., Greece and Turkey in Conflict and Cooperation. 
From Europeanization to de-Europeanization (London and New York: Routledge, 2019); Konstantinos Travlos, ed., Salvation and 
Catastrophe: The Greek-Turkish War, 1919–1922 (Lexington, 2020); Ronald Meinardus and Dimitrios Triantaphyllou, eds., Bridging 
the Gaps: An Almanac for Greek-Turkish Cooperation (Istanbul: Nobel Academic Publishing, 2021).

20  E.g. in parts of the work of A. Heraclides. Another notable exception (over A. Davutoğlu’s work) is mentioned below.
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solid transcendence of the International Law and Diplomatic History boundaries that had 
characterized Greek IR until the mid-1970s. In particular, the strategic failure manifested 
by the Cyprus imbroglio and the events of 1974, along with increased threat perceptions 
(all points of dispute and contestation) vis-à-vis Turkey, proved to be major incentives for a 
reformed IR discourse in the years and decades to come. To be sure, these were contributing 
factors, but not unique causes,21 especially taking into account a vast amount of literature 
devoted to the EEC into which Greece would enter at roughly the same time. Notably, 
Greek IR scholars are accustomed to hearing remarks like ‘Turkish foreign policy is not as 
preoccupied or obsessed with Greece as Greek foreign policy is with Turkey’ from Turkish 
colleagues in exchanges during conferences. This claim may well be considered to be a 
valid one. Yet, it is still consistent with two predicaments. The first being that the entry and 
membership of Greece into the EEC/EU has been an important issue on its own. The second 
is  that, in the hundred years following the Turkish-Greek War, varied (de)securitization and 
threat-related processes with regard to neighboring states occurred within Greece.

In particular, Greek discourse on Greece’s foreign affairs has undoubtedly included the 
so called ‘danger from the East.’22 Nevertheless, there were lengthy periods during which 
Turkey was desecuritized or seen as a less threatening state, compared to other countries, 
for Greece. Security-wise, for example, the first half of the Cold War presented a presumed 
‘danger from the North,’ which would eventually be tackled by means of participation in 
NATO. This hardly causes surprise, taking into consideration:

a) Bulgaria’s occupation/annexation of Greek territory during World War II,
b) the overwhelming perceptions of the Greek Civil War’s (non-communist) winners 

towards the (communist) losing side as anti-Greece agents acting in favor of the USSR and 
its Balkan allies, and

c) the northern states rather than Turkey being at the center of territorial claims just at 
World War II’s end.23

Through the passing of years, perceptions of a northern threat were assumed to be checked 
or even lessened. At the same time, strained Turkish-Greek relations were manifested in 
conflicts over Cyprus, leading up to the brink of war, along with a lethal confrontation between 
Turkish and Greek armed forces in territory belonging to neither the Turkish nor the Hellenic 
Republics. Having noted the historicity and non-reified nature of threat perception, Greek 
references and discussions related to Turkey can still obviously include foreign policy issues, 
but they can also go beyond them in relation to the latter country’s IR field and discourse.

3. What to Make of Turkish IR and Its Self-Reflection: A Greek Standpoint
Above it was established that talking of a common point of departure for both cases 
makes sense. Emphasis may now be put to the commonalities of pathways taken but also 
to differences, pointing to the insufficiency of the Couloumbis hypothesis. Unsurprisingly, 
Greek and Turkish scholarship share, within the perception and analysis of international 
affairs, a persisting facet, i.e., a dominant IR viewpoint that emphasizes the respective foreign 
policy and related issues. This emphasis has had an impact on the visibility of the work 

21  Highly indicatively: Couloumbis, “Greek Foreign Policy Since 1974,” 50–2.
22  Alexis Heraclides, Greece and the ‘Danger from the East’ (Athens: Polis, 2001, in Greek. Also published in Turkish, by 

İletişim Yayınları, 2002).
23  A claim vis à vis Cyprus is a different matter in this regard, since the island was then part of the British Empire.
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produced in foreign languages, particularly English, on a global level. Thus, a challenge is 
faced by the corresponding IR communities concerning the asymmetrical communication 
with the field’s core and the difficulty for the periphery’s research to expand or to be noticed 
as something more than a mere correspondent specializing in the state’s foreign affairs, 
as regards scholars’ participation in theory building. Within Turkish scholarship, this 
predicament of the dominance of issues deemed important for Turkey’s foreign affairs24 was 
eloquently presented in terms of “Telling Turkey About the World, Telling the World About 
Turkey,” i.e., of addressing the country’s role in the World—e.g., the West, but eventually 
also beyond it—and vice versa.25 It was extensively discussed in the name of ‘periphery 
theorizing’ or ‘homegrown theory,’26 of the “conceptions of ‘the international’ beyond the 
core,”27 of engagement in scholarly debates and degree of fragmentation,28 as well as of 
notions of mutual dependence and task uncertainty in the sociology of science.29

Those discussions have extensively drawn from the broader IR self-reflection while 
simultaneously contributing intuitively to it. By comparison, Greek IR self-reflection has 
paid some—indeed considerable—attention, but certainly less than Turkish self-reflection 
does, to the broader IR self-reflection and the totality of its characteristics, methods, and 
trajectory, as the latter country has evolved in the current century. It has vividly emphasized 
the ‘theory-praxis’ predicament of Greek foreign policy, i.e., how theory-informed IR would 
contribute to a better understanding of the interplay between foreign affairs and Greece’s 
foreign policy. In fact, quite a few relevant texts have included the notion of ‘theory-praxis’ in 
their titles.30 This is not to negate Greek scholars’ adaptation to the trends of IR self-reflection 
particularly in the last decade.31

From a Greek point of view, a reasonable starting point is the fact that both cases/countries 
didn’t immediately catch up with typical IR expansion beyond the study of international 
law and diplomatic history.32 They have also shared a sizeable growth during the post-
Cold War period, which is characteristically evidenced by the creation of the respective IR 
departments. In this regard, remarks within Turkish scholarship about Political Science’s 
relatively low profile, along with its maturing in the shadow of certain fields such as Law and 
History,33 and about how the introduction of International Politics as a distinct field came up 

24  E.g. as discussed in Nuri Yurdusev, “The Study of International Relations in Turkey,” New Perspectives on Turkey 17 
(1997): 181–90, 183. Meltem Müftüler-Baç, “Turkish Political Science and European Integration,” Journal of European Public 
Policy 10, no. 4 (2003): 660–62.

25  Pinar Bilgin and Oktay Tanrisever, “A Telling Story of IR in the Periphery: Telling Turkey about the World, Telling the 
World About Turkey,” Journal of International Relations and Development 12, no. 2 (2009): 174–79.

26  Ersel Aydιnlι and Julie Mathews, “Periphery Τheorising for a Truly Ιnternationalised Discipline: Spinning IR Theory Out 
of Anatolia,” Review of International Studies 34, no. 4 (2008): 693–712; Ersel Aydιnlι and Julie Mathews, “Turkey: Homegrown 
Theorizing and Building a Disciplinary Community”. Also see the workshops organized by All Azimuth and related articles. In 
fact, research on IR self-reflection needs not always be Turkey-centric. E.g. Eyüp Ersoy, “Conceptual Cultivation and Homegrown 
Theorizing: The Case of/for the Concept of Influence,” All Azimuth 7, no. 2 (2018): 47–64.

27  Mine Nur Küçük, “Conceptions of ‘the International’ Beyond the Core: Turkey in the Post-Cold War Era,” Turkish Studies 
19, no. 4 (2018): 571–92.

28  Ersel Aydιnlι and Gonca Biltekin, “Time to Quantify Turkey’s Foreign Affairs: Setting Quality Standards for a Maturing 
International Relations Discipline,” International Studies Perspectives 18, no. 3 (2017): 267–87.

29  Korhan Yazgan, “The Development of International Relations Studies in Turkey” (Ph.D. diss., University of Exeter, 2012), 
ch. 5 and 6.

30  E.g. Couloumbis, “Greek Foreign Policy since 1974”; Panayotis Tsakonas, “Theory and Practice in Greek Foreign Policy,” 
Journal of Southeast European and Black Sea Studies 5, no. 3 (2005): 427–37. This choice is vividly manifested also in the related 
work of St. Constantinides. It is noted that Tsakonas’ work explicitly draws from A. George’s ‘operational code’ framework.

31  For example, part of this includes A. Gofas’ non Greece-related contribution to IR self-reflection: Gofas et. al., The SAGE 
Handbook of the History, Philosophy and Sociology of International Relations.

32  This expansion is exemplified –often mythologically– by ‘the end of World War I’ landmark.
33  Müftüler-Baç, “Turkish Political Science and European Integration,” 655; Yazgan, The Development of International 

Relations Studies in Turkey, 110.
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to complement them rather than to replace existing strands of thought,34 sound very familiar 
in respect to the Greek case as well.35 In fact, International Law was Greece’s only integrated 
IR subfield in the global discipline throughout the entire 20th century, with a noticeably 
internationalized presence of the respective scholars.36 Comparatively speaking, and taking 
into account the choice of naming the active Turkish IR association ‘International Relations 
Council of Turkey’ (founded in 2004),37 the institutionalization of this shadow can hardly be 
missed by Greece. This is manifested in the naming of the first professional IR association 
in the early 1980s as ‘Hellenic Society of International Law and International Relations.’ 
Although the latter has admittedly included scholars or experts from multiple (sub-)fields, 
its leadership has principally comprised International Law scholars. The establishment of 
another association consisting of (predominantly non-International Law) IR scholars would 
occur as late as 2018. It is called Council for International Relations, Greece.

The disciplinary solidification in Turkey involved the establishment of IR departments 
mainly in the name of ‘International Relations’ or ‘Political Science and International 
Relations.’38 In this sense, the study of politics seems to elicit the emergence of IR as an 
integral scientific field rather than as just a sub-field of Political Science. There is a noticeable 
uniformity, which owes a lot to the country’s standardized academic structure. Compared to 
this, Greece is characterized by a distinct fluidity and thematic multiplicity or heterogeneity 
in terms of academic structure.39 This involves the frequent founding but also splitting 
and renaming of departments through the decades. Since the switch of the basic academic 
unit from ‘School/Faculty’ to ‘Department’ in the early 1980s, two departments, originally 
named Political Science and Public Administration, were devoted to Political Science. In 
a remarkably stable course, the department at the University of Athens retained the title, 
though including a sector in International European Studies. Yet, the other department 
at Panteion University was very quickly split into a series of departments, including the 
department of Political Science and International Studies. The latter was itself split a bit 
later (mid 1990s) into two departments, including International European Studies, which 
was eventually renamed in 2013 as International European Regional Studies. Τhis is just 
an example of the aforementioned fluidity. Overall, the current Greek academic structure, 
reflecting a varied relation of the ‘international’ with the ‘political,’ includes a bit more than 
a dozen departments devoted to:

a) Political Science, with diversified inclusion of IR courses,
b) International European Studies with a predominant IR identity,
c) International European Economic Studies with a predominant economics identity, and
d) Regional Studies (Balkan, Turkish, Mediterranean, etc.) with a diversified IR identity.
The different history and place of IR departments in the academic structure of the two 

countries compels us to put into perspective a major impetus—indeed one of a contextual 
nature—for the aforementioned growth that commonly appears in both Turkish and Greek 

34  Pinar Bilgin, “The State of IR in Turkey,” British International Studies Association News (2008): 5; Pinar Bilgin and 
OktayTanrisever, “A Telling Story of IR in the Periphery: Telling Turkey About the World, Telling the World About Turkey,”Journal 
of International Relations and Development 12, no. 2 (2009): 174.

35  E.g. Couloumbis, “Greek Foreign Policy since 1974,” 49–50.
36  See Antonis Bredimas, Greek International Relationists at the Hague Academy of International Law (1924-2008) (Athens: 

Sakkoulas, 2012, in Greek).
37  Uluslararası İlişkiler Konseyi. See Yazgan, The Development of International Relations Studies in Turkey, 271–73.
38  Ibid., 25 and 115–16.
39  Mikelis and Tsardanidis, “International Relations Scholarship in Greece,” section 3.
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self-reflections. This impetus relates to the educational reforms from the 1980s onwards, which 
allowed for academic proliferation concerning IR departments, professors, and students, 
along with the expansion of multiple disciplines. Those reforms had the same outcome in 
terms of quantity but varied results in terms of quality. At the beginning of that decade, 
Greece had already been undergoing its first steps of democratization since the dictatorship’s 
abrupt demise in 1974. Turkey was facing a similar regime for a couple of years, which 
withdrew from government formation less abruptly. In both cases, academic proliferation was 
accompanied by the affirmation of polity’s primacy. In this general context, expectations for 
the field to be helpful in the understanding and pursuing of national/state interests would still 
hold. However, as it has been bluntly noted, this general affirmation and the reinforcement 
of state control involved different processes and aims. In Turkey, technocratic development 
was pursued, with the Higher Education Council holding a prominent overseeing role. At 
the same time, though, state monopoly in higher education was mitigated to a certain extent, 
at least in terms of the creation of foundation universities. In Greece, democratization and 
unhampered majority rule were pursued, combining the continuation of state monopoly in 
higher education with increased student participation in decision-making and the respective 
electoral processes.40

Greek IR self-reflection distinctively addresses the aforementioned predicament in 
terms of a strengthened freedom of expression. Although academic restructuring had to be 
centrally approved, there was ample margin for varied choices, at least in terms of academic 
restructuring.41 To be sure, research institutes, the number of which has significantly risen 
since the 1980s, would generally—although with exceptions—rely on public funding, with 
the effect that negative fluctuations in such funding would seriously affect some institutes’ 
functioning and sustainability. With regard to Turkey, despite the inclusion of various 
perspectives ever since the institutionalization of Turkish teaching, research remained 
fairly atheoretical, reflecting the restricted interest in the understanding/‘internalizing’ of IR 
theory.42 Turkish IR self-reflection discusses changes in terms of the emergence of varied 
competing voices within a fairly pluralistic discipline (at least when compared to the past), 
warranted by an increased weight of academic criteria, yet it still does so in a troublesome 
manner. Despite an increased appreciation for theory, a large quantity of scientific work 
doesn’t necessarily entail quality or theoretical innovation.43 It doesn’t automatically ensure 
disciplinary unity or maturing, either.44 Moreover, intellectual priorities and research interests 
still reflect changes in Turkish foreign policy and in the international or regional scenery.45

Similar concerns are not uncommon in the Greek case, although they are expressed in a 
rather brief manner with some exceptions, like the work of P. Tsakonas emphasizing the lack 
of adequate knowledge, in terms of ‘favoring conditions,’ in the understanding of effective 

40  Ioannis Grigoriadis and Antonis Kamaras, “Reform Paradoxes: Academic Freedom and Governance in Greek and Turkish 
Higher Education,” Southeast European and Black Sea Studies 12, no. 1 (2012): esp. 148–49. To be sure, in the 2010s, through new 
reforms, student participation in decision-making faced substantial limitations.

41  Highly indicatively, even in the case of Political Science departments (which could after all have the same title a bit more 
easily, compared to departments that are explicitly devoted to international or regional studies), five different titles correspond to 
six departments: Political Science and Public Administration, Political Science and History, Political Science and International 
Relations, Political Science, and Political Sciences.

42  Bilgin, “The State of IR in Turkey,” 6.
43 Aydιnlι and Mathews, “Periphery Τheorising for a Truly Ιnternationalised Discipline,” 698–709; Aydιnlι and Mathews, 

“Turkey,” 210–18; Bilgin and Tanrisever, “A Telling Story of IR in the Periphery,” 176–79.
44  Aydιnlι and Biltekin, “Time to Quantify Turkey’s Foreign Affairs”.
45  Yazgan, The Development of International Relations Studies in Turkey, 143; Bilgin and Tanrisever, “A Telling Story of IR in 

the Periphery,” 175.
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decision-making.46 Overall, there is a noticeable variety of criticisms of the poverty of Greek 
IR work in terms of theoretical confusion, inadequate linkage of research with theory, and 
lack of theoretical solidity. Nevertheless, IR theory has long been invoked in Greek textbooks 
and research. Such invocation seems to have suited the usual systematic failure to refer to 
the IR research published by Greek colleagues. Yet, there has recently been some progress 
with the coexistence of contending approaches reflecting—when compared to the past—a 
less conflictual engagement along with some lessening of ideological or interpersonal 
controversies.47

Although this is barely remarked upon in Greek IR self-reflection, a Greek scholar can’t 
help but acknowledge a divergence concerning the above-mentioned delay in keeping abreast 
of current IR theory. Greece was certainly more delayed than Turkey in this regard. There 
are academic choices on behalf of early Cold-War scholars who taught International Law 
in Greece’s higher education institution dedicated to Political Science48 that can indeed 
be construed as attempts to deviate from a strictly international law perspective, e.g., by 
teaching Diplomatic History as well.49 However, these choices unfortunately did not adhere 
to Interwar’s intellectual initiatives for a distinctively systematic analysis, indeed in multiple 
terms (particularly geopolitics, but also imperialism and international organization).50 They 
hardly resembled their contemporary Turkish recognition of international politics as a subject 
deeming distinct university teaching and as a realm with its own marked concepts. Such 
recognition is undeniably illustrated by the holding of a conference for this teaching as early 
as the beginning of the 1960s, indeed based on claims that the systematic teaching of IR 
would help achieve security,51 and articles appearing in a major Political Science journal.52 It 
was not only about the discipline’s institutionalization, which indeed occurred at the time, but 
also about conceptual evolution within Turkey’s socio-political realities.53 Greek scholarship 
reached this recognition and solidly included it in teaching starting in the early 1980s.

Bluntly put, to find the near-equivalent of S. Bilge or T. Ataöv, one would have to trace 
Greek scholarship to more than twenty years later, in the cases of the U.S.-trained (PhD-wise) 
Couloumbis and D. Constas, along with a few others with PhDs from Continental Europe. 
Despite both countries’ strong political relations with the U.S. early on in the Cold War, 
intellectual engagement of the respective scholars with standard IR, as manifested in the 
U.S., was not warranted. In this sense, it is highly indicative that, when in the 1960s Greek 
and Turkish scholars, among others, were asked by a prominent international institution to 
provide a national perspective on the role of the United Nations, the Turkish report was 
written in English. The Greek contribution belonged to a minority of essays that were written 

46  Indicativelly, Tsakonas, “Theory and Practice in Greek Foreign Policy”.
47  Mikelis and Tsardanidis, “International Relations Scholarship in Greece,” section 4. This was manifested in a conference 

held by the Institute of International Relations, in December 2019, in celebration of the IR discipline’s presumed 100 years of life, 
combining several and varied voices. A related volume was published. 

48  Then named Panteios School of Political Sciences.
49  There are a few other instances, often missed in typical IR self-reflection, such as sporadic teaching of IR per se in Panteios 

School, a doctoral thesis in IR as early as in the mid 1960s, and a relevant book written by a member of the School’s adjunct academic 
staff.

50  Kyriakos Mikelis, “Realist Stronghold in the Land of Thucydides? Appraising and Resisting a Realist Tradition in Greece,” 
European Quarterly of Political Attitudes and Mentalities 4, no. 4 (2015): 18–21.

51  Suat Bilge, “Milletlerarası politika öğretimi,” in Milletlerarası politika öğretimi symposıumu (Ankara: Sevinç Matbaası, 
1962 (Ankara, 31/3-1/4/1961)), 21.

52  E.g.Türkkaya Ataöv, “The Teaching of International Relations in Turkey,” Siyasal Bilgiler Fakültesi Dergisi 22, no. 4 
(1967): 373–83.

53  Gencer Özcan, “‘Siyasiyat’tan ‘Milletlerarası Münasebetler’e: Türkiye’de uluslararası ilişkiler disiplininin kavramsal 
tarihi,” Uluslararası İlişkiler 17, no. 66 (2020): 3–21.
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in French.
Similarly, Turkish scholarship was able to catch-up to the post-positivist agenda, insofar 

as identity issues received serious attention.54 This development may well be attributed 
to the fact that identity challenges and ideological debates, which have always existed in 
both countries, have been met with much more controversy and intensity in Turkey, at 
least since the Cold War’s end. The 1990s were characterized by challenges, such as the 
relations with the E.E.C./E.U., a bigger array of issues and choices for Turkish foreign 
policy, and the disappointment in the West’s role in presumably sensitive issues.55 In this 
sense, a key challenge that Turkish science has broadly had to face is the oscillation between 
the enhancement of official ideology and that of a critical vision challenging it.56 A deep 
understanding of this predicament has included an extensive interest in the existence and 
functioning of methodological nationalism.57 Attention has also been paid by Turkish 
Scholars to the great margin for pedagogical innovation.58

Surely, Greek IR self-reflection echoes the burden of the Greek traditionalism/modernism 
debate in the understanding of the ‘international,’ manifested in frequent (but nowadays 
diminishing a bit) postulations that equated—in a voluntaristic fashion—realism with 
nationalism or populism and non-realist approaches with mere internationalism. Within 
this context, attention was drawn to the toll of an ‘underdog culture’ in tackling crucial 
foreign policy issues (such as Turkish-Greek relations), often publicly perceived as ‘national 
issues.’59 What is missed, though, is how scientific discourse was more or less nation-centric 
and state-centric in the early and mid-Cold War, yet it barely included realism. Presently, 
the Greek case is characterized by the emergence of multiple pathways for the relevance of 
realist imagery as well as the potential for transcending it (i.e., either appraising it from a pro-
sovereign viewpoint or problematizing and resisting it through a post-sovereign standpoint). 
In fact, some sort of homegrown theory has occurred in this respect, although not in a self-
conscious manner or without its own intricacies.60 Examples include P. Ifestos’ attempt to 
fashion a Thucydidean Paradigm based on Aristotelean Epistemology, or I. Mazis’ attempt 
to lay forth ‘systemic geopolitical analysis.’ In this development of homegrown scholarship, 
the selective incorporation of foreign work remains a formidable challenge, especially when 
taking into consideration the evocation of foreign work more in terms of shutting down or 
guiding discussions and dialogue in certain pathways rather than leaving dialogic space open.

The Turkish equivalent of this burden, as regards the 20th century, would probably relate 

54  E.g. Bahar Rumelili, “Liminality and Perpetuation of Conflicts: Turkish-Greek Relations in the Context of Community-
Building by the EU,” European Journal of International Relations 9, no. 2 (2003): 213–48. By contrast, in Greek scholarship, IR 
critique against realism was expressed, during the 1990s and the 2000s, in fairly obsolescent terms, resembling the global 1970s 
liberal arguments, rather than post-positivist arguments. More nuanced arguments have been developed ever since.

55  İhsan Dağı, “Turkey in the 1990s: Foreign Policy, Human Rights and the Search for a New Identity,”Mediterranean 
Quarterly 4, no. 1 (1993); Müftüler-Baç, “Turkish Political Science and European Integration,” 656–60; Bilgin and Tanrisever, “A 
Telling Story of IR in the Periphery,” 179.

56  Ayşe Öncü, “Academics: The West in the Discourse of University Reform,” in Turkey and the West: Changing Political and 
Cultural Identities, ed. Metin Heper, Ayşe Öncü, and Heinz Kramer (London: I.B. Tauris, 1993), 143.

57  Hüsrev Tabak, “Metodolojik ulusçuluk ve Türkiye’ de dış politika çalışmaları,” Uluslararası İlişkiler 13, no. 51 (2016): 
21–39; Mustafa Onur Tetik, “Methodological Nationalism in International Relations: A Quantitative Assessment of Academia in 
Turkey (2015-2019),” All Azimuth 11, no. 1 (2022): 29–47.

58  Ebru Canan-Sokullu, ed., International Relations Education in Turkey: New Approaches, New Methods (İstanbul: İstanbul 
Bilgi ÜniversitesiYayınları, 2018, in Turkish).

59  Panayotis Tsakonas, The Incomplete Breakthrough in Greek–Turkish Relations. Grasping Greece’s Socialization Strategy 
(Palgrave Macmillan, 2010), 34–40.

60  Mikelis, “Realist Stronghold in the Land of Thucydides?,” 21–6.
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to the concern (not least in the eyes of the elite) for an avoidance of the Sèvres predicament.61 
Yet it also involves a broader and complex trajectory of the country’s security culture and 
discourse.62 Interestingly enough, a particular incident/part of this trajectory was noticed by 
Greek IR. A few IR realist scholars found in A. Davutoğlu and his ‘strategic depth’ argument 
an admirable theoretical adversary, who should be acknowledged as such, no matter the 
critique cast on the argument per se, at least from a Greek point of view.63

Crucially, as E. Aydınlı and G. Biltekin note for the Turkish case, an apparent theoretical 
diversity, along with merely a large quantity of scientific work, have automatically guaranteed 
neither an active engagement in scholarly debates nor an adequate communication, bearing 
an impact on knowledge accumulation. Thus, the tackling of the fragmentation of Turkish 
IR as a disciplinary community is still a key challenge, along with the mitigation of a lack of 
methodological diversity.64 A couple of observations are in order here.

Firstly, based on surveys with a noticeable number of respondents (although they do not 
exhaust the totality of the respective communities), theoretical diversity is indeed part of 
the IR communities in both countries, in the sense that multiple IR perspectives are present. 
In Turkey, no matter how troublesome, the theoretical diversity seems to be broader when 
compared to the Greek case. Realism appears to be fairly strong in Turkey, while in Greece it 
is very (although not absolutely) strong. In 2011, Turkish IR self-identification involved 26% 
realism, 24% constructivism, and 15% liberalism (with no use of paradigmatic analysis at 
11%). In 2016, Greek IR self-identification involved 51% realism, 21% liberalism, and 14% 
constructivism (with no use of paradigmatic analysis at 7%).65

Secondly, the findings of Aydınlı and Biltekin that publication in Turkish IR journals does 
not necessarily ensure a high level of engagement among scholars  are a compelling reminder 
of the difference between communication and engagement.66 But Greek IR is still far from 
facing this predicament, missing adequate communication in the first place. In a nutshell, 
the very problem of Greece is that the degree of durability, stability and sustainability of 
IR journals hardly matches the corresponding figures in Turkey. Despite certain noticeable 
endeavors, presently,67 there is no Greek journal equivalent to, for example, the Turkish 
journals Uluslararası İlişkiler or All Azimuth: A Journal of Foreign Policy and Peace, or 
even to other Greek journals devoted to International Law. Moreover, the lack of a journal 
commonly acknowledged by the majority of IR scholars as a must-publish one or as a 
discussion forum for an entire disciplinary community has not been remedied by political 
science journals either.68 It should be noted, though, that the low levels of communication 

61  Berdal Aral, “Turkey’s Insecure Identity from the Perspective of Nationalism,” Mediterranean Quarterly 8, no. 1 (1997): 
87; Mustafa Aydın, “Securitization of History and Geography: Understanding of Security in Turkey,” Southeast European and Black 
Sea Studies 3, no. 2 (2003): 167.

62  Pinar Bilgin, “Securing Turkey Through Western-Oriented Foreign Policy,”New Perspectives on Turkey 40 (2009): 105–25; 
Pinar Bilgin, “Turkey’s Changing Security Discourses: The Challenge of Globalisation,”European Journal of Political Research 44, 
no. 2 (2005): 175–201.

63  This reading applies e.g. to I. Mazis (a scholar specialized in Geopolitics), M. Troulis and the formidable opponent of non-
realist approaches in Greece, P. Ifestos, who was in fact instrumental in having two of Davutoğlu’s books, among which the one 
related to ‘strategic depth’, published in Greek.

64  Aydιnlι and Biltekin, “Time to Quantify Turkey’s Foreign Affairs,” esp. 271–76.
65  Maliniak et al., Teaching, Research, and Policy Views, 27; Kyriakos Pachos-Fokialis, The Perceptions of Greek International 

Relations Experts for the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (Athens: Institute of International Economic Relations Report, 
2016. In Greek), 27.

66  Aydιnlι and Biltekin, “Time to Quantify Turkey’s Foreign Affairs,” 268–71.
67  E.g. International and European Politics (published in Greek).
68  In 2021, a journal was launched by the Hellenic Society of International law and Interntional Relations (Cahiers of 

International Law and International Politics). It remains to be seen whether it will eventually face the fate of Greece-based journals 
with short-term or mid-term durability like: Hellenic Review of International Relations, International Law and International Politics, 
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within the community’s own journals also relate to the choices of older generations of 
scholars to disseminate their work mainly by means of books/textbooks. The latter option 
has been closely related to the practice of state-subsidizing the publication of books used 
as course textbooks, which has functioned as a very strong, if not perverse, incentive in 
decisions regarding knowledge dissemination and academic publishing.

Finally, the relationship between IR and certain subfields has often been troubled if not 
incoherent, as reflected in the lack of a clear differentiation between IR and security studies 
as well as strategic or war studies. The journal Strategein in Greece and the Turkish Journal 
of War Studies in Turkey constitute attempts to rectify this in both countries. Those efforts 
are still young, being restricted by an entrenched system where pure war studies are exiled to 
military schools or mixed with IR and Political Science.

Overall, this section’s narration doesn’t prove the factual inaccuracy of the Couloumbis 
hypothesis. Bluntly put, it isn’t denied that internal turbulence and strategic fragility are 
influential in IR development. Evidence for that can be found in both cases. Yet, what is 
problematized here is the mythological function of this hypothesis. Awareness of this function 
for the Greek case can be highlighted by addressing missed opportunities and neglected 
discourses, like the Interwar’s geopolitical one, and by exemplifying the Turkish case. In 
the early ColdWar, both countries fit the description of the original conditions described in 
the Couloumbis hypothesis. However, this hardly addresses how the Turkish counterparts of 
Couloumbis had made their appearance more than twenty years earlier.

4. Conclusions
Compared to Greece, Turkey is characterized by an abundance of not only varied but also 
systematic and theoretically embedded studies or arguments on the status and history of the 
IR discipline nationally and, at an increasing rate, globally. In a fashion equivalent to the 
postulation that it is “time to quantify Turkey’s foreign affairs,”69 a major challenge for the 
Greek IR self-reflection is how it is ‘time to problematize the dependency and vulnerability 
excuse’ for underdeveloped IR in the Greek case, taking into account the fairly successful 
Turkish one.70 If anything, the effects of the Couloumbis hypothesis have been tackled more 
thoroughly and extensively in Turkey than in Greece. That is the ultimate lesson learned 
for a Greek scholar. It is a lesson that may help to rectify the mythological function of this 
hypothesis.

This is not to directly refute remarks made by Greek scholars that internal 
divisions and strategic positioning of states—with the latter’s concomitant security 
exposure and external dependence—have undermined IR development,71 but to 
take them into comprehensive consideration. In this respect, Greece and Turkey 
were not so different in the early and mid-Cold War. But they followed different 
trajectories. This divergence has continued in certain aspects even since the Cold 
War’s end, despite considerable stimuli and challenges for both cases in light of the 
international system’s change.

No matter Greece’s troubled relationship with the West, it is no match to the 

Defencor Pacis, Market without Frontiers, and International Relations Tribune.
69  Aydιnlι and Biltekin, “Time to Quantify Turkey’s Foreign Affairs”.
70  See Mikelis and Karabelias, “Just another Form of Dependence?,” esp. 187–88.
71  Yannis Valinakis, “Greek Foreign Policy in 1993: In the Crossroad of Decisions,” in Yearbook of Defence and Foreign 

Policy 1993: Greece and the World 1992 (Athens: ELIAMEP, 1993), xi–xii; Couloumbis, “Greek Foreign Policy Since 1974,” 50.
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political and ideological questioning of the West in present-day Turkey. Yet the latter 
has not impeded the respective community’s integration into the global discipline, no 
matter its fragmentation. In this respect, it is intriguing to consider whether insights 
on core-periphery and homegrown theory may well be related to the increasingly 
turbulent search for identity in Turkey that has included the (internal and external) 
political developments of the 21st century.

Turkish progress may also compel Greek IR scholars to reflect on the need to 
go beyond the ‘theory-praxis’ predicament, along with the corresponding bias for 
a ‘better foreign policy in light of a better theory or more adequate knowledge,’ 
or beyond an understanding of ‘backward (traditional) vs. forward (Western or 
Europeanized) mentality.’ In this regard, issues that should arise as relevant include 
internationalization incentives, the impact of the relation between the ‘private’ and 
the ‘public’ in conducting research or scientific work, gatekeeping mechanisms, the 
comprehensive inclusion of identity matters in IR research, and, certainly, strained 
disciplinary inner communication.

To conclude, this essay is not meant to set forth a postulation such as ‘concerning 
IR development, Greek IR scholars got something quite wrong, while Turkish 
colleagues got it quite right.’ And yet, reflecting upon how a neighboring country 
(Turkey), certainly with its own intricacies, has dealt with the vulnerability/
dependence predicament may lead to the refinement or even reconsideration of one’s 
(Greece, in this case) own tackling with this predicament. On the other hand, and as 
far as Turkey is particularly concerned, the country’s claims for soft power provide a 
compelling incentive for exploring a new other possible case studies of how Turkish 
IR may exercise direct or indirect influence on the IR communities of other states.
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